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A GENERALIZATION OF COXETER GROUPS,
ROOT SYSTEMS, AND MATSUMOTO’S THEOREM
I. HECKENBERGER AND H. YAMANE
Abstract. The root systems appearing in the theory of Lie superalgebras and
Nichols algebras admit a large symmetry extending properly the one coming
from the Weyl group. Based on this observation we set up a general framework
in which the symmetry object is a groupoid. We prove that in our context the
groupoid is generated by reflections and Coxeter relations. This answers a
question of Serganova. Our weak version of the exchange condition allows us
to prove Matsumoto’s theorem. Therefore the word problem is solved for the
groupoid.
1. Introduction
Kac-Moody algebras [Kac90] and their generalizations enjoy continuously grow-
ing interest since their introduction in the late sixties. Lie superalgebras [Kac77]
became central objects in physical models, and generalized Kac-Moody-Borcherds
algebras [Bor88] turned out to be important in group theory in connection with
the monster. One of the basic features of these algebras is their relation to root
systems, Weyl groups, and their generalizations.
In connection with contragredient Lie superalgebras Serganova [Ser96] found out
that the Weyl group symmetry of the Lie algebra can be extended using reflections
on isotropic roots. These so called “odd reflections” were used by the second au-
thor [Yam99] to analyze the structure of affine super Lie algebras very efficiently.
Serganova [Ser96] gave an axiomatic definition of “generalized root systems” (GRS)
which is based on ordinary and odd reflections, and classified them completely. Be-
low Example 6.7 she writes the following.
• “It is an interesting question what is the analogue of Weyl group for GRS.
It is natural to consider the finite group W˜ generated by sα for all α ∈ R.
This group in general is not a subgroup of GL(V ). It is unknown if this
group is Coxeter.”
Our paper gives an answer to this question as explained in Remark 25.
The discovery of quantized Kac-Moody algebras by Drinfel’d [Dri87] and Jimbo
[Jim86] opened a new major research direction with many novel features, ideas, and
connections to other research fields. Motivated by these examples, Andruskiewitsch
and Schneider [AS98] launched a project to classify pointed Hopf algebras with
certain finiteness conditions, and performed it successfully under some hypotheses
[AS05]. Their method is based on the knowledge of the finiteness property of Nichols
algebras, the latter being main ingredients for the construction of quantized Kac-
Moody algebras. These finiteness properties can be determined effectively using the
Weyl groupoid [Hec06b] attached to a Nichols algebra. Also the wish to understand
better the structure of this groupoid gave motivation for our work.
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In the literature there exist several generalizations of root systems, mostly de-
pending on the applications. A very nice general treatment with many references is
the work of Loos and Neher [LN05]. In our paper we do not attempt to give a com-
plete set of axioms for a root system. Instead we concentrate on its property being
invariant under symmetry. Motivated by Serganovas work and the appearence of
the Weyl groupoid for Nichols algebras we require a large symmetry in the sense that
reflections with respect to all simple roots should be defined. Unfortunately this
excludes already from the beginning the root systems of generalized Kac-Moody-
Borcherds algebras. However Kac-Moody algebras and a very large class of their
super and quantized analogues are still covered, together with so far less under-
stood examples appearing in the classification of Nichols algebras of diagonal type
[Hec06a]. Our main results are Theorems 24, 27 and 29. Theorem 24 gives an
answer to Serganovas question about the right generalization of the Weyl group
(see also Remark 25). The groupoid attached naturally to the root system of a
Lie superalgebra is a Coxeter groupoid. The result holds more generally for any
root system satisfying the axioms required in Definition 5. Further, Coxeter groups
are known to satisfy the exchange condition. In our generality this property does
not hold in its standard form. However Theorem 27 gives a weak version of it,
which seem to be sufficient in many applications. In particular we are able to prove
Matsumoto’s theorem [Mat64], see Theorem 29, which states that any two reduced
expressions of the same length can be transformed to each other using Coxeter re-
lations only. This means that if the groupoid is finitely generated then with finite
calculation it is possible to check whether two given elements in the groupoid are
equal. Hence the word problem is solved for any groupoid appearing in Theorem 29.
Finally, in the last section of the paper we give an example which appears in the
classification of Nichols algebras but is related neither to a Kac-Moody nor to a Lie
superalgebra.
In this paper let N denote the set of positive integers, and N0 = N ∪ {0}. The
composition sign for general groups will usually be omitted.
2. Group actions
For any set N let F (N) denote the free group generated by the elements of
N and their inverses. Further, let F2(N) denote the free group generated by the
elements of N as involutions. With other words, F2(N) is the quotient of F (N)
by the subgroup consisting of products of elements gn2g−1 and gn−2g−1, where
g ∈ F (N) and n ∈ N . Since in F2(N) one has n = n−1 for all n ∈ N , F2(N) is
generated as a monoid by the elements of N . The unit of F2(N) is denoted by 1.
Let N and A be nonempty sets. An action ⊲ of F2(N) on A is a map ⊲ :
F2(N) ×A→ A such that 1 ⊲ a = a and g ⊲ (h ⊲ a) = (gh) ⊲ a for all g, h ∈ F2(N)
and a ∈ A. By definition of F2(N) this is equivalent to
n ⊲ (n ⊲ a) = a for all n ∈ N, a ∈ A.(1)
An action ⊲ : F2(N) × A → A is called transitive, if for each a, b ∈ A there
exists g ∈ F2(N) such that g ⊲ a = b. For an arbitrary action ⊲ : F2(N) × A → A
one has a unique decomposition of A into a disjoint union of subsets Ap, such that
F2(N) ⊲ Ap ⊂ Ap and the restriction of ⊲ to F2(N)×Ap is transitive for all p.
Let N be a nonempty set and N ′ ⊂ N a nonempty subset. Then F2(N ′) can
be regarded as a subgroup of F2(N). Let ⊲ be an action of F2(N) on A. Then
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⊲ induces an action ⊲′ : F2(N
′) × A → A which is called the restriction of ⊲ to
F2(N
′)×A. The transitivity of ⊲ does not imply transitivity of ⊲′.
Let ⊲ : F2(N)×A→ A be an action and n, n′ ∈ N . For each a ∈ A define
Θ(n, n′; a) :={(nn′)m ⊲ a, (n′n)m ⊲ a |m ∈ N0}.
Let θ(n, n′; a) := |Θ(n, n′; a)|, the cardinality of Θ(n, n′; a), which is either in N
or is ∞. One obviously has Θ(n, n′; a) = Θ(n′, n; a) and θ(n, n′; a) = θ(n′, n; a).
Moreover, if θ(n, n′; a) ∈ N then Θ(n, n′; a) = {(nn′)m ⊲ a | 0 ≤ m < θ(n, n′; a)}.
Further, Θ(n, n′;n ⊲ a) = Θ(n, n′;n′ ⊲ a) by definition, and equations θ(n, n′; a) =
θ(n, n′;n ⊲ a) = θ(n, n′;n′ ⊲ a) hold.
Let a0 := a, b0 := a, and define recursively am+1 := n ⊲ bm, bm+1 := n
′ ⊲ am for
all m ∈ N0. Using Equation (1) one obtains that
θ(n, n′; a) :=
{
∞ if am 6= bm for all m ∈ N,
min{m ∈ N | am = bm} otherwise.
(2)
3. Coxeter groupoids
First we give a generalization of the notion of Coxeter groups to groupoids. For
the notion of groupoids consult for example [CP61, Sect. 3.3].
Definition 1. Let N and A be nonempty sets and let ⊲ be a transitive action of
F2(N) on A. For each a ∈ A and i, j ∈ N with i 6= j let mi,j;a be a multiple of
θ(i, j; a) lying in N \ {1} ∪∞. Set m := (mi,j;a | i, j ∈ N, i 6= j, a ∈ A). Let W be
the groupoid generated by elements ea and si,a, where a ∈ A and i ∈ N , and the
following relations:
e2a =ea, eaeb =0 for a 6= b,
ei⊲asi,a =si,aea = si,a, si,i⊲asi,a =ea,
(3)
sisj · · · sjsi,a = sjsi · · · sisj,a (mi,j;a factors) if mi,j;a is finite and odd,
sjsi · · · sjsi,a = sisj · · · sisj,a (mi,j;a factors) if mi,j;a is finite and even,
(4)
where a is running over all elements of A. The quintuple (W,N,A, ⊲,m) will be
called a Coxeter groupoid.
Note that in our convention the multiplication of two elements in a groupoid is
always defined, but the product may be the unique element 0 which satisfies the
property g0 = 0g = 0 for all g. Moreover, in (4) and later on we use the following
convention.
Convention 2. Let (W,N,A, ⊲,m) be a Coxeter groupoid, (i1, . . . , im) a sequence of
elements in N , and (b1, . . . , bm) a sequence of elements in A. By Relations (3) the
element w = si1,b1 · · · sim−1,bm−1sim,bm ∈W is obviously zero if one of the relations
bj = ij+1 ⊲ bj+1, where j ≥ 1, fails. Thus w 6= 0 implies that bj = ij+1 · · · im ⊲ bm
for all j < m, and in the latter case we will write si1 · · · sim−1sim,bm for w.
Define ℓ : W → N0 ∪ {−∞} to be the function such that ℓ(0) = −∞, ℓ(ea) = 0
for all a ∈ A, and
ℓ(w) = min{m ∈ N |w = si1 · · · sim−1sim,a for some i1, . . . , im ∈ N , a ∈ A}
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otherwise. One has
ℓ(w) =ℓ(w−1),(5)
ℓ(ww′) ≤ℓ(w) + ℓ(w′)(6)
for each w,w′ ∈W . One says that a product w = si1 · · · sim−1sim,a ∈W is reduced,
if m = ℓ(w).
Note that if the cardinality of A is 1, then the action ⊲ is necessarily trivial, and
hence θ(i, j; a) = 1 for a ∈ A and all i, j ∈ N . Thus in this case the definition of
(W,N,A, ⊲,m) coincides with the definition of a Coxeter group.
Remark 3. Coxeter groups are dealt with effectively using reflections obtained by
conjugation of generators. Note that the structure constants mi,j;a of a Coxeter
groupoid depend also on the elements of A, and hence in general the adjoint action
of W on itself is not defined. Therefore the standard proofs can not always be
generalized to our setting.
Remark 4. Coxeter groups satisfy the exchange condition, which follows from the
existence of sufficiently many reflections. The exchange condition in its standard
form does not hold for arbitrary Coxeter groupoids, see Section 7 for an example.
A weak version of the exchange condition is given in Theorem 27 for a special class
of Coxeter groupoids.
We end this section with the definition of special elements ofW and giving some
commutation rules which will be needed later.
Following the notation in Definition 1 assume that a ∈ A and i, j ∈ N , where
i 6= j. Define
Ci,j;a =
{
sisjsi · · · sisj,a (mi,j;a − 1 factors) if mi,j;a is odd,
sisjsi · · · sjsi,a (mi,j;a − 1 factors) if mi,j;a is even.
(7)
Then Equation (4) implies the following relations.
siCj,i;a =
{
Cj,i:j⊲asj,a if mj,i;a is odd,
Cj,i:i⊲asi,a if mj,i;a is even.
(8)
4. A generalization of root systems
This section is devoted to the definition of a generalization of root systems which
admits the symmetry of a Coxeter groupoid. The required large symmetry parallels
the main idea behind root systems of semisimple Lie algebras. In the examples given
below we will show how classical objects fit into our definition.
Definition 5. Let R be the set consisting of all triples (R,N,A, ⊲) such that the
following conditions hold.
(1) N and A are sets and ⊲ is a transitive action of F2(N) on A.
(2) Let V0 = R
|N |. Then R = {(Ra, πa, Sa) |a ∈ A}, where πa = {αn,a |n ∈
N} ⊂ Ra ⊂ V0, and πa is a basis of V0 for all a ∈ A.
(3) Ra = R
+
a ∪ −R
+
a for all a ∈ A, where R
+
a = N0πa ∩Ra.
(4) For any i ∈ N and a ∈ A one has Rαi,a ∩Ra = {αi,a,−αi,a}.
(5) Sa = {σi,a | i ∈ N}, and for each a ∈ A and i ∈ N one has σi,a ∈ GL(V0),
σi,a(Ra) = Ri⊲a, σi,a(αi,a) = −αi,i⊲a, and σi,a(αj,a) ∈ αj,i⊲a + N0αi,i⊲a for
all j ∈ N \ {i}.
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(6) σi,i⊲aσi,a = id for a ∈ A and i ∈ N .
(7) Let a ∈ A, i, j ∈ N , i 6= j, and d = |N0{αi,a, αj,a} ∩Ra|. If d is finite then
θ(i, j; a) is finite and it divides d.
The cardinality of N is called the rank of (R,N,A, ⊲) ∈ R.
For any (R,N,A, ⊲) ∈ R and any a ∈ A define
Rrea = {σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,b (αj,b) |m ∈ N0, b ∈ A,
i1, . . . , im, j ∈ N, i1 · · · im ⊲ b = a}.
(9)
Similarly to Definition 5(3) we will use the notation (Rrea )
+ = N0πa ∩ Rrea . Defini-
tion 5(6) implies that for each i ∈ N and a ∈ A one has σi,a(Rrea ) = R
re
i⊲a. Note
that this definition of “real roots” coincides with the standard definition in case
of Kac-Moody algebras. In general however our set Rrea contains also “isotropic
roots” (see examples below). The reason for this difference is the presence of a
larger symmetry and the non-existence of a bilinear form.
Convention 6. For products of σi,a we will use a similar convention as for products
of si,a, see Convention 2.
Example 7. Let (R,N,A, ⊲) ∈ R be of rank one. Then Definition 5(1) implies that
A has cardinality 1 or 2. Further, by Definition 5(2),(4) one has πa = {αa} and
Ra = {αa,−αa} for each a ∈ A, where αa ∈ R \ {0}. The other axioms do not
give additional restrictions, and hence one has precisely two different elements in
R which have rank 1.
Example 8. Let A = {a} and N = {1, . . . , n} for some n ∈ N. The set A admits
the trivial action ⊲ of F2(N) given by i ⊲ a := a for all i ∈ N , a ∈ A. Let g be
a Kac-Moody algebra of rank n and let (R, π) and (Rre, π) be the corresponding
set of roots and real roots, respectively. Let si,a := si denote the reflection with
respect to αi ∈ π, and define S = {s1, . . . , sn}. Then both ((R, π, S), N,A, ⊲) and
((Rre, π, S), N,A, ⊲) are in R.
Example 9. Let g be a finite dimensional contragredient Lie superalgebra of rank
n and R˜ its root system. Define R = R˜ \ 2R˜ and N = {1, . . . , n}. Let {πa =
{α1,a, . . . , αn,a} | a ∈ A} be the set of all ordered bases of R, where A denotes an
index set (that is each basis appears n! times, each time with a different ordering).
For any i ∈ N and a ∈ A let ri,a be the reflection on αi,a if αi,a is an even root,
and the odd reflection if αi,a is an odd root. By [Ser96, Lemma 6.4] there exists a
unique b ∈ A such that ri,a(πa) = πb, αi,a = −αi,b, and αj,a ∈ αj,b + N0αi,b for all
j 6= i. Define i ⊲ a := b and σi,a := id. Then ⊲ is an action of F2(N) on A, and all
axioms (2)–(7) in Definition 5 are fulfilled. Let ψ denote the map from A to the
set of all bases of R defined by ignoring the order. Let A′ be an orbit of ⊲ in A.
By [Ser96, Lemma 6.4] ψ|A′ is surjective and and by Lemma 21(iii) it is injective.
By definition of A′ one gets (R′, N,A′, ⊲) ∈ R, where R′ = {(Ra, πa, Sa) | a ∈ A′}.
Note that the cardinality of A can be reduced further by identifying a, b ∈ A′ if
(αi,a, αj,a) = (αi,b, αj,b) and deg(αi,a) = deg(αi,b) for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} (for a
somewhat different example see also Section 7). Then Serganovas odd reflections
in [Ser96, (1), (2) of Section 6] are reinterpreted in our setting as base changes in
R.
Example 10. In [Hec06b] and [Hec04] arithmetic root systems are defined. They fit
into the setting of Definition 5 as sketched below. These arithmetic root systems
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are closely related to Nichols algebras, and under some additional assumptions to
quantized enveloping algebras. Finite arithmetic root systems are fully classified,
see [Hec06a] and the references therein.
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, n ∈ N, E = {α1, . . . , αn} an ordered basis of
Z
n, and qij ∈ k\{0}, where qii 6= 1, for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let χ : Z
n×Zn → k\{0}
be the unique bicharacter such that χ(αi, αj) = qij for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Assume
now that for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and any j 6= i relation (qmii − 1)(q
m
ii qijqji − 1) = 0
holds for some m ∈ N0, and denote the smallest such number by mij . Let i ⊲ E
denote the ordered basis of Zn consisting of i⊲αi = −αi and i⊲αj := αi+mijαj for
j 6= i, in the ordering induced by the one of E. Proceed inductively with the new
bases, using now the values of the bicharacter χ instead of the qij . The assumption
that the bases i1 ⊲ (i2 ⊲ · · · (im ⊲ E)) always exist is crucial to obtain the setting
in Definition 5, and no general algebraic condition on the qij is known which is
equivalent to this property. Let A denote the set of all ordered bases of Zn of the
form i1 ⊲ (i2 ⊲ · · · (im ⊲ E)). By definition, ⊲ is a transitive action of F2({1, . . . , n})
on A.
The Nichols algebra attached to the matrix (qij) is Z
n-graded, where the gener-
ators have degree αi, and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Moreover it has a restricted PBW basis
[Kha99] consisting of homogeneous elements, and the degrees of these PBW gener-
ators can be regarded as the set of positive roots ∆+ with respect to the basis E.
In particular, let C = (cij)i,j=1,...,n be a symmetrizable Cartan matrix, and di ∈ N
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that (dicij) is symmetric. Let q ∈ k be not a root of 1, and set
qij := q
dicij . Then the Nichols algebra attached to the structure constants qij is
exactly Uq(n+), where n+ is the upper triangular part of the Kac-Moody algebra
associated to C, and the set ∆+ is exactly the set of positive roots associated to C.
Let ∆ := ∆+ ∪ −∆+, Ra := ∆ and si,a := id for all a ∈ A (see above) and
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then si,a satisfies the conditions in Definition 5(5). The remaining
axioms follow either from the construction or from the theory of Nichols algebras,
in particular from [Hec06b, Proposition1].
In case of Uq(n+) it is sufficient to consider a one-element set A, but with our
definition of A this is not the case. However, in general it is possible to reduce
the number of elements of A by introducing the following equivalence relation.
Call a = {β1, . . . , βn} and b = {γ1, . . . , γn} equivalent, if χ(βi, βi) = χ(γi, γi) and
χ(βi, βj)χ(βj , βi) = χ(γj , γi)χ(γi, γj) for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since the matrix of
si,a with respect to the bases a and i⊲a depends only on the values of χ, it depends
only on the equivalence class of a. A similar property holds for Ra, and hence one
may replace A by the set of its equivalence classes. If qii is not a root of 1 for all i
(in particular in the above setting related to Uq(n+)) then with this identification
one obtains exactly the setting in Example 8. A very concrete example of different
type can be found in Section 7.
Remark 11. In view of the large amount of examples given above it seems very
difficult to determine all elements of R. On the other hand, Theorem 29 shows
that the structure of the elements of R is not as complicated as it looks at first
sight. We see the rich internal structure together with the difficulty of classification
as the fascinating key features of our definition.
We continue with analyzing the structure of the elements of R.
Lemma 12. For any a ∈ A and i ∈ N one has σi,a(R+a \ {αi,a}) = R
+
i⊲a \ {αi,i⊲a}.
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Proof. This follows from Definition 5(3),(4),(5). 
Corollary 13. Let m ∈ N, (i1, . . . , im) ∈ Nm, and a ∈ A. Let b = i1 · · · im ⊲ a and
w := σi2 · · ·σim−1σim ,a. Then one has
σi1,i1⊲bw(R
+
a ) ∩ −R
+
b ={
σi1,i1⊲b(w(R
+
a ) ∩ −R
+
i1⊲b
) ∪ {−αi1,b} if αi1,i1⊲b ∈ w(R
+
a )
σi1,i1⊲b((w(R
+
a ) ∩−R
+
i1⊲b
) \ {−αi1,i1⊲b}) otherwise, that is −αi1,i1⊲b ∈ w(R
+
a ).
Corollary 14. Let m ∈ N0, (i1, . . . , im) ∈ Nm, and a ∈ A. For all r ≤ m define
ar := ir · · · im ⊲ a, and let w := σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,a. Then one has |w(R
+
a )∩−R
+
a1 | ∈
m− 2N0. Moreover if |w(R
+
a ) ∩−R
+
a1 | = m then
w(R+a ) ∩−R
+
a1 = {−σi1 · · ·σir−2σir−1,ar(αir ,ar ) | 1 ≤ r ≤ m}.(10)
Let N and A be nonempty sets and ⊲ an action of F2(N) on A. Let N
′ be a
nonempty subset of N . Then there is a unique decomposition A = ∪pAp of A into
the disjoint union of nonempty subsets such that F2(N
′) acts transitively on Ap for
all p. Let ⊲p denote the restriction of ⊲ to F2(N
′)×Ap.
The following lemma can be obtained immediately from Definition 5.
Lemma 15. Let (R = {(Ra, πa, Sa) | a ∈ A}, N,A, ⊲) ∈ R and N ′ a nonempty
subset of N . Let A = ∪pAp be the above decomposition with respect to the action
of F2(N
′). For any a ∈ A set
π′a :={αn,a |n ∈ N
′}, S′a :={σn,a |n ∈ N
′}, R′p,a :=Zπ
′
a ∩Ra.(11)
Then (R′p, N
′, Ap, ⊲p) ∈ R, where R′p = {(R
′
p,a, π
′
a, S
′
a) | a ∈ Ap}.
5. The rank two case
In this section let (R,N = {i, j}, A, ⊲) ∈ R have rank two. We will give a
description of R+a , where a ∈ A, in terms of elements of some πb, b ∈ A. Set
d := |R+a | ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
Lemma 16. Let a ∈ A, m ∈ N0, (i1, . . . , im) ∈ Nm, and w = σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,a.
If m < d and w(αi,a) ∈ −R
+
b , where b = i1 · · · im ⊲ a, then w(αj,a) ∈ R
+
b .
Proof. Assume to the contrary that w(αj,a) ∈ −R
+
b . Then w(R
+
a ) ⊂ −R
+
b which
is a contradiction to Corollary 14 and the relation m < d. 
Lemma 17. Let a ∈ A. For all n ∈ N0 set i2n = j, i2n+1 = i, j2n = i, j2n+1 = j,
an = in · · · i1 ⊲ a, and bn = jn · · · j1 ⊲ a.
(i) If d ∈ N then
R+a = {σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,am(αim+1,am) | 0 ≤ m < d}.(12)
In this case one has αj,a = σi1 · · ·σid−2σid−1,ad−1(αid,ad−1).
(ii) If Ra is infinite then
(Rrea )
+ = {σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,am(αim+1,am) |m ∈ N0} ∪(13)
{σj1 · · ·σjm−1σjm,bm(αjm+1,bm) |m ∈ N0},
and the elements given in Equation (13) are pairwise different from each other.
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Proof. Set w0 := id, w1 := σi,a, M0 := ∅, and M1 := {αi,a}. We inductively define
wt ∈ End(R2) and Mt ⊂ R+a for t ≥ 0 by the formulas
wt+1 :=σit+1,atwt, Mt+1 :=Mt ∪ {w
−1
t (αit+1,at)}.(14)
We will show that
(1) Mt = {β ∈ R+a |wt(β) ∈ −R
+
at},
(2) |Mt| = t.
Setting t = d in the above formulas and using the inductive definition of Md one
obtains Equation (12). Similarly, Equation (13) follows from the definition of Rrea
and Definition 5(6). The remaining statements of (i) and (ii) follow from the fact
that αj,a /∈Mt for t < d, which itself is a consequence of the assumption αi,a ∈Mt
and Lemma 16.
We perform the proof of (1) and (2) by induction on t. Note that for t = 0
and t = 1 these formulas hold trivially. Assume now that Mt satisfies (1) and
(2), and that relation t < d holds. Then w−1t (αit,at) = w
−1
t−1σ
−1
it,at−1
(αit,at) =
−w−1t−1(αit,at−1) ∈ −Mt−1, so w
−1
t (αit,at) ∈ −R
+
a . Hence w
−1
t (αit+1,at) ∈ R
+
a by
Lemma 16. This gives αit+1,at ∈ wt(R
+
a ). By Corollary 13 one has
(15)
R+a ∩ −w
−1
t+1(R
+
at+1) =w
−1
t+1(wt+1(R
+
a ) ∩−R
+
at+1)
=w−1t+1(σit+1,at(wt(R
+
a ) ∩−R
+
at) ∪ {−αit+1,at+1})
=w−1t (wt(R
+
a ) ∩−R
+
at) ∪ {−w
−1
t+1(αit+1,at+1)}
=Mt ∪ {w
−1
t (αit+1,at)} = Mt+1.
Hence (1) holds. Moreover, by the second equality of (15) and Corollary 13 one
can see that (2) is valid. 
Lemma 18. If d is finite then for all a ∈ A the relations
(16)
σiσjσi · · ·σjσi,a = σjσiσj · · ·σiσj,a (d factors) if d is odd,
σjσiσj · · ·σjσi,a = σiσjσi · · ·σiσj,a (d factors) if d is even
hold.
Proof. By Definition 5(6),(7) the assertion of the lemma is equivalent to the equa-
tion (σiσj)
d−1σiσj,a = id. If d is even then applying Lemma 17(i) twice gives
that
(σiσj)
d−1σiσj,a(αi,a) = (σiσj)
d/2σi,i⊲a(αi,i⊲a)
= (σiσj)
d/2−1σiσj,a(−αi,a) = σi,i⊲a(−αi,i⊲a) = αi,a,
(σiσj)
d−1σiσj,a(αj,a) = −(σiσj)
d−1σi,j⊲a(αj,j⊲a)
= −(σiσj)
d/2−1σiσj,a(αj,a) = (σiσj)
d/2−1σi,j⊲a(αj,j⊲a) = αj,a.
For odd d the claim follows similarly. 
6. The general case
In this section we use the results in the rank two case to show that to any
(R,N,A, ⊲) ∈ R one can attach a faithful representation of a Coxeter groupoid in
a natural way.
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Proposition 19. Let (R,N,A, ⊲) ∈ R. For each i, j ∈ N , where i 6= j, and
any a ∈ A set mi,j;a := |N0{αi,a, αj,a} ∩ Ra|. Set V =
⊕
a∈A Va, where Va =
V0 = R
|N | (see Definition 5(2)), and let Pa : V → Va and ιa : Va → V be the
canonical projection and canonical injection, respectively. Then the assignment
ρ : ea 7→ ιaPa, si,a 7→ ιi⊲aσi,aPa, gives a representation (ρ, V ) of the Coxeter
groupoid (W,N,A, ⊲,m). In particular for W one has ea 6= 0 and si,a 6= 0 for all
i ∈ N and a ∈ A.
Proof. By construction and by Definition 5(6) one obtains that Equations (3) are
compatible with the definition of the representation. By Definition 5(7) it remains
to show that if mi,j;a is finite then equation
σiσjσi · · ·σjσi,a = σjσiσj · · ·σiσj,a (mi,j:a factors) if mi,j;a is odd,
σjσiσj · · ·σjσi,a = σiσjσi · · ·σiσj,a (mi,j;a factors) if mi,j:a is even
(17)
holds. The restrictions of the above equations to the space Rαi,a ⊕Rαj,a are valid
by Lemma 18 and Lemma 15. This means that for xi,j;a := (σiσj)
mi,j;a−1σiσj,a
one has
xi,j;a(αi,a) = αi,a, xi,j;a(αj,a) = αj,a, xi,j;a(αn,a) ∈ αn,a + N0{αi,a, αj,a}
for all n ∈ N \ {i, j}. Since xi,j;a(Ra) = Ra by Definition 5(5),(7), this implies that
xi,j;a(αn,a) = αn,a for all n ∈ N . 
If (R,N,A, ⊲) ∈ R then let (ρ(W ), R,N,A, ⊲) denote the groupoid obtained as
the image of the representation ρ in Proposition 19.
In the following lemmata let (R,N,A, ⊲) ∈ R, and for all a ∈ A and i, j ∈ N ,
where i 6= j, set mi,j;a := |N0{αi,a, αj,a} ∩Ra|. Note that one has
mi,j;a = mj,i;a = mi,j;i⊲a = mi,j;j⊲a.(18)
We will analyze the properties of the Coxeter groupoid (W,N,A, ⊲,m).
Lemma 20. Let m ∈ N0, (i1, . . . , im) ∈ Nm, and a ∈ A. If ℓ(si1 · · · sim−1sim,a) <
m then si2 · · · sim−1sim,a = si1sj2 · · · sjm−2sjm−1,a for some j2, . . . , jm−1 ∈ N .
Proof. By the definition of ℓ, the relation ℓ(si1 · · · sim−1sim,a) < m implies that
equation si1 · · · sim−1sim,a = sj2 · · · sjr−1sjr,a holds for some r ≤ m. Moreover W
is Z/2Z-graded, and hence m is even if and only if r is odd. Using Equations (3)
one can assume that r = m − 1. Then the claim follows from the last equation in
(3). 
Lemma 21. Let m ∈ N, (i1, . . . , im) ∈ Nm, and a ∈ A.
(i) If σi1 · · ·σim−2σim−1,a(αim,a) ∈ −R
+
b , where b = i1 · · · im−1 ⊲ a, then relation
ℓ(si1 · · · sim−1sim,im⊲a) < m holds.
(ii) If ℓ(si1 · · · sim−1sim,a) = m, and there exist k ∈ N\{i1}, α ∈ πa, and h1, h2 ∈
N such that σi2 · · ·σim−1σim,a(α) = h1αi1,f + h2αk,f , where f = i2 · · · im ⊲ a, then
equation si2 · · · sim−1sim,a = sksj2 · · · sjm−2sjm−1,a holds for some j2, . . . , jm−1 ∈ N .
(iii) One has ℓ(si1 · · · sim−1sim,a) = |σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,a(R
+
a ) ∩ −R
+
i1···im⊲a
|.
Proof. We prove all statements parallelly by induction on m. Note that for m = 1
the claim holds by Definition 5. Assume now that the lemma holds for 0, 1, . . . ,m−
1.
To (i): By Equation (6) one can assume that ℓ(si2 · · · sim−1sim,im⊲a) = m − 1.
Moreover the last equation in (3) yields that it is sufficient to consider the case
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i1 6= i2. By the converse of (i) for m−1 one has σi2 · · ·σim−2σim−1,a(αim,a) ∈ R
+
i1⊲b
.
By Lemma 12, since σi1,i1⊲b(αi1,i1⊲b) = −αi1,b, one has
σi2 · · ·σim−2σim−1,a(αim,a) = αi1,i1⊲b.(19)
We prove now by induction, with letting d := mi1,i2;b ∈ (2 + N0) ∪ {∞}, that
si1si2 · · · sim−1sim,im⊲a = si1si2si3(mod 2) · · · sid(mod 2)sjd+1 · · · sjm−1sim,im⊲a(20)
for some jd+1 · · · jm−1 ∈ N , where n(mod 2) ∈ {1, 2} for n ≤ d. We also show that
m > d, and that for these jd+1, . . . , jm−1 relation
σjd+1 · · ·σjm−2σjm−1,a(αim,a) = αid+1(mod 2),a′ ,(21)
holds, where a′ = jd+1 · · · jm−1 ⊲ a. Thus in our setting we may apply Equation (4)
to get
si1 · · · sim−1sim,im⊲a = si2si1si2 · · · sid+1(mod 2)sjd+1 · · · sjm−1sim,im⊲a.
Since σid+1(mod 2)σjd+1 · · ·σjm−2σjm−1,a(αim,a) = σid+1(mod 2),a′ (αid+1(mod 2),a′) is con-
tained in −R+id+1(mod 2)⊲a′ and because of d ≥ 2 we may apply (i) to conclude that
ℓ(si1 · · · sim−1sim,im⊲a) < m.
Note that equation in = in(mod 2) holds trivially for n ≤ 2. Assume now that it
also holds for n ≤ p, where 2 ≤ p < d. Then Equation (19) and Lemma 17 imply
that
σip+1 · · ·σim−2σim−1,a(αim,a) = σip(mod 2)σip−1(mod 2) · · ·σi1σi2,i1⊲b︸ ︷︷ ︸
p− 1 factors
(αi1,i1⊲b)
is an element in R+ip+1···im−1⊲a ∩ N0{αi1,ip+1···im−1⊲a, αi2,ip+1···im−1⊲a}, but it is not
in πip+1···im−1⊲a. In particular m − 1 ≥ p + 1. Therefore induction hypoth-
esis (ii) can be applied to the element sipsip+1 · · · sim−2sim−1,a ∈ W and tak-
ing k := ip+1(mod 2) and α := αim,a. One obtains that sip+1 · · · sim−2sim−1,a =
sip+1(mod 2)sj′p+2 · · · sj′m−2sj′m−1,a for some j
′
p+2, . . . , j
′
m−1 ∈ N . Thus induction on
p gives that Equation (20) holds and that m− 1 ≥ d.
Equation (21) follows from Equation (19) and Lemma 17 using (20).
To (iii): If ℓ(si1 · · · sim−1sim,a) < m then the claim follows from the induction
hypothesis (iii) and Proposition 19. So one may assume that ℓ(si1 · · · sim−1sim,a) =
m and hence ℓ(si2 · · · sim−1sim,a) = m− 1. Corollary 14 gives that
|σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,a(R
+
a ) ∩ −R
+
i1···im⊲a
| ∈ m− 2N0.
Assume that (iii) does not hold. The induction hypothesis (iii) and Corollary 13
imply that −αi1,i1⊲c = σi2 · · ·σim−1σim,a(β) for some β ∈ R
+
a , where c = i1 · · · im⊲a.
Hence σim · · ·σi3σi2,i1⊲c(αi1,i1⊲c) ∈ −R
+
a . Since (i) is already proven for m, we
conclude that ℓ(sim · · · si2si1,c) < m which is a contradiction to the assumption
and Equation (5).
To (ii): By (iii) and Corollary 14 one has −αi1,i1⊲f = σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,a(β)
for some β ∈ R+a , and hence σi2 · · ·σim−1σim ,a(β) = αi1,f . Suppose that β
′ :=
σim · · ·σi3σi2,f (αk,f ) ∈ R
+
a . Then σi2 · · ·σim−1σim,a(β
′) = αk,f , and hence
σi2 · · ·σim−1σim,a(h1β + h2β
′) = h1αi1,f + h2αk,f = σi2 · · ·σim−1σim,a(α).
Since h1β + h2β
′ /∈ πa but α ∈ πa, this gives a contradiction. Therefore rela-
tion σim · · ·σi3σi2,f (αk,f ) ∈ −R
+
a holds, and hence ℓ(sim · · · si2sk,k⊲f ) < m by
(i). Equation (5) and the Z/2Z-grading of W give that sksi2 · · · sim−1sim,a =
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sj2 · · · sjm−2sjm−1,a for some j2, . . . , jm−1 ∈ N . Multiplying the last equation with
sk from the left gives the claim. 
Corollary 22. Let m ∈ N, (i1, . . . , im, j) ∈ Nm+1, and a ∈ A, and suppose
that ℓ(si1 · · · sim−1sim,a) = m. Then ℓ(si1 · · · simsj,j⊲a) = m − 1 if and only if
σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,a(αj,a) ∈ −R
+
i1···im⊲a
. Equivalently, one has ℓ(si1 · · · simsj,j⊲a) =
m+ 1 if and only if σi1 · · ·σim−1σim ,a(αj,a) ∈ R
+
i1···im⊲a
.
Proof. Equation (5), Corollary 13, and Lemma 21(iii) give that ℓ(si1 · · · simsj,j⊲a) ∈
{m−1,m+1}. Therefore the if part follows from Lemma 21(i). On the other hand,
if ℓ(si1 · · · simsj,j⊲a) = m−1 then ℓ(sjsim · · · si2si1,b) = m−1, where b = i1 · · · im⊲a.
Using the assumption ℓ(sim · · · si2si1,b) = m, Corollary 13 and Lemma 21(iii) give
that σim · · ·σi2σi1,b(β) = −αj,a for some β ∈ R
+
b . This implies the only if part of
the claim. 
Lemma 23. Let m ∈ N, (i0, i1, . . . , im, j) ∈ Nm+2, and a ∈ A, and suppose that
ℓ(si1 · · · sim−1sim,a) = m. If σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,a(αj,a) = αi0,i1···im⊲a then i0 6= i1 and
si1 · · · sim−1sim,a = si1(mod 2)si2(mod 2) · · · sid−1(mod 2)sjd · · · sjm−1sjm,a,(22)
σjd · · ·σjm−1σjm,a(αj,a) = αid(mod 2),jd···jm⊲a(23)
for some jd, · · · , jm ∈ N , where d = mi1,i2;i1···im⊲a and k(mod 2) ∈ {0, 1} for
k ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
Proof. By Corollary 22 one has ℓ(si1 · · · simsj,j⊲a) = m + 1. By Lemma 21(iii)
and Corollary 14, especially Equation (10), one has −σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,a(αj,a) 6=
−αi1,i1···im⊲a, so i1 6= i0. Since σi0σi1 · · ·σim−1σim (αj,a) ∈ −R
+
i0···im⊲a
, one can
apply the proof of Lemma 21(i), especially Equations (19), (20), and (21). 
Theorem 24. Let (R,N,A, ⊲) ∈ R, and for all a ∈ A and i, j ∈ N , where i 6= j,
set mi,j;a := |N0{αi,a, αj,a} ∩ Ra|. Then the representation (ρ, V ) of the Coxeter
groupoid (W,N,A, ⊲,m) is faithful.
Proof. Let a ∈ A, m ∈ N0, and (i1, . . . , im) ∈ Nm. One has to show that if
σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,a = id and i1 · · · im ⊲ a = a then si1 · · · sim−1sim,a = ea. This
follows from Lemma 21(iii). 
Remark 25. Theorem 24 gives one possible answer to Serganova’s question about
the analog of Weyl group mentioned in the introduction. On the one hand we do
not consider the group proposed by Serganova. On the other hand Theorem 24
shows that with our definition one obtains a Coxeter groupoid attached to any con-
tragredient Lie superalgebra, which acts faithfully on the root system, and contains
all features of ordinary and odd reflections.
Corollary 26. Let (R,N,A, ⊲) ∈ R and assume that d := |Ra| is finite for one
(that is each) a ∈ A. Then A is finite. Further, let (W,N,A, ⊲,m) be the associated
Coxeter groupoid. Then for each a ∈ A there exists a unique wa ∈ W such that
waea = wa and ℓ(wa) is maximal. Moreover, one has ℓ(wa) = d.
Proof. If Ra is finite then |Ra| is independent of a ∈ A by Definition 5(5).
Corollary 22 implies that if ℓ(wa) is maximal then wa(αj,a) ∈ −R
+
b for all j ∈ N ,
where b ∈ A is such that ebwa = wa. Assume now that wa and w′a have maximal
length. Then wa(w
′
a)
−1 maps R+c to R
+
b , where b, c ∈ A are such that ebwa = wa
and ecw
′
a = w
′
a. By Lemma 21(iii) one gets ℓ(wa(w
′
a)
−1) = 0, so b = c and
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wa(w
′
a)
−1 = eb. Hence wa = w
′
a. The existence of a wa with maximal length follows
also from Lemma 21(iii). Now the finiteness of A follows from the transitivity of ⊲
and the fact that there are only finitely many elements w ∈ W with wea = w and
ℓ(w) ≤ |R+a |. 
Theorem 27 (weak exchange condition). Let m ∈ N, (i0, i1, . . . , im, j) ∈ Nm+2,
and a ∈ A, and suppose that ℓ(si1 · · · sim−1sim,a) = m. If σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,a(αj,a) =
αi0,i1···im⊲a then there exist r ∈ N, (j1, . . . , jr) ∈ N
r, (k1, . . . , kr+1) ∈ N r+1, and
(a1, . . . , ar) ∈ A
r, such that the following relations hold.
si1 · · · sim−1sim,a =Cj1,k1;a1 · · ·Cjr ,kr;ar ,(24)
Cj1,k1;a1 · · ·Cjr ,kr ;arsj,j⊲a =si0Cj1,k1;k2⊲a1 · · ·Cjr ,kr ;kr+1⊲ar ,(25)
Cj1,k1;k2⊲a1 · · ·Cjr ,kr;kr+1⊲arsj,a =si0Cj1,k1;a1 · · ·Cjr ,kr;ar ,(26)
j1 = i1, k1 = i0, kr+1 = j, ar = a,
r∑
t=1
mjt,kt;at − r = m,(27)
jn 6= kn for 1 ≤ n ≤ r,(28)
kn+1 =
{
jn if mjn,kn;an is odd,
kn if mjn,kn;an is even,
for 1 ≤ n ≤ r,(29)
and for 2 ≤ n ≤ r one has
an−1 =
{
jnkn · · · jnkn ⊲ an (mjn,kn;an − 1 factors) if mjn,kn;an is odd,
jnkn · · · knjn ⊲ an (mjn,kn;an − 1 factors) if mjn,kn;an is even.
(30)
Proof. We show Equations (24),(25), and (26) in a way that (27), (28), (29), and
(30) also hold.
Equation (24) is obtained easily by iterated application of Lemma 23. By
Equations (8) and (27)-(30), for 1 ≤ n ≤ r, one has Cjn,kn;anskn+1,kn+1⊲an =
sknCjn,kn;kn+1⊲an . Hence Equation (25) holds. Equation (26) can be obtained from
(25) by multiplication with sj,a from the right and si0 from the left. 
Now we are going to prove a generalization of Matsumoto’s theorem [Mat64].
First we need a definition.
Definition 28. Let (W,N,A, ⊲,m) be a Coxeter groupoid. Let W˜ denote the
semigroup generated by the set {0, e˜a, s˜i,a | a ∈ A, i ∈ N} and the relations
00 = 0, 0e˜a = e˜a0 = 0s˜i,a = s˜i,a0 = 0,(31)
e˜2a = e˜a, e˜ae˜b = 0 for a 6= b, e˜i⊲as˜i,a = s˜i,ae˜a = s˜i,a,(32)
s˜is˜j · · · s˜j s˜i,a = s˜j s˜i · · · s˜is˜j,a (mi,j;a factors) if mi,j;a is finite and odd,
s˜j s˜i · · · s˜j s˜i,a = s˜is˜j · · · s˜is˜j,a (mi,j;a factors) if mi,j;a is finite and even,
(33)
where a similar convention as in Convention 2 is used. More precisely we will write
(W˜ ,N,A, ⊲,m) for this semigroup.
Analogously to Equation (7) we define
C˜i,j;a =
{
s˜is˜j s˜i · · · s˜is˜j,a (mi,j;a − 1 factors) if mi,j;a is odd,
s˜is˜j s˜i · · · s˜j s˜i,a (mi,j;a − 1 factors) if mi,j;a is even.
(34)
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Similarly to Equations (8),(25) and (26) we have
s˜iC˜j,i;a =
{
C˜j,i:j⊲a s˜j,a if mj,i;a is odd,
C˜j,i:i⊲as˜i,a if mj,i;a is even,
(35)
C˜j1,k1;a1 · · · C˜jr ,kr;ar s˜j,j⊲a = s˜i0C˜j1,k1;k2⊲a1 · · · C˜jr ,kr;kr+1⊲ar ,(36)
C˜j1,k1;k2⊲a1 · · · C˜jr ,kr;kr+1⊲ar s˜j,a = s˜i0C˜j1,k1;a1 · · · C˜jr ,kr;ar ,(37)
where i, j, jn, kn, an are as in Theorem 27.
Theorem 29. Let (R,N,A, ⊲) ∈ R, and for all a ∈ A and i, j ∈ N , where
i 6= j, set mi,j;a := |N0{αi,a, αj,a} ∩ Ra|. Suppose that m ∈ N0, a ∈ A, and
(i1, . . . , im), (j1, . . . , jm) ∈ Nm such that ℓ(si1 · · · sim−1sim,a) = m and equation
si1 · · · sim−1sim,a = sj1 · · · sjm−1sjm,a holds in (W,N,A, ⊲,m). Then in the semi-
group (W˜ ,N,A, ⊲,m) one has s˜i1 · · · s˜im−1 s˜im,a = s˜j1 · · · s˜jm−1 s˜jm,a.
Proof. We proceed by induction on m, where for m = 0 and m = 1 the claim holds
by Proposition 19 and Lemma 12.
Assume now that the claim holds for some m ∈ N. Since si1 · · · simsjm,jm⊲a =
sj1 · · · sjm−2sjm−1,jm⊲a, we have ℓ(si1 · · · simsjm,jm⊲a) = m − 1. By Corollary 22
this implies that σi1 · · ·σim−1σim,a(αjm,a) ∈ −R
+
i1···im⊲a
. Therefore there exists
t ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that relations σit+1 · · ·σim−1σim,a(αjm,a) ∈ R
+
it+1···im⊲a
and
σitσit+1 · · ·σim−1σim,a(αjm,a) ∈ −R
+
itit+1···im⊲a
hold. Thus by Lemma 12 one has
σit+1 · · ·σim−1σim,a(αjm,a) = αit,it+1···im⊲a. Now we apply Theorem 27 and obtain
that there exists r ∈ N and (h1, . . . , hr) ∈ N r such that
sit+1 · · · sim−1sim,a = Ch1,k1;a1 · · ·Chr ,kr;ar(38)
where the same notation as in Theorem 27 is used. Note that k1 = it, h1 = it+1,
kr+1 = jm, and ar = a. By Equation (25) we obtain that
si1 · · · sim−1sim,asjm,jm⊲a = si1 · · · sit−1Ch1,k1;k2⊲a1 · · ·Chr,kr ;kr+1⊲ar .(39)
By induction hypothesis this yields
s˜j1 · · · s˜jm−2 s˜jm−1,jm⊲a = s˜i1 · · · s˜it−1C˜h1,k1;k2⊲a1 · · · C˜hr,kr ;kr+1⊲ar .(40)
Since t ≥ 1, induction hypothesis and Equation (38) give that
s˜it+1 · · · s˜im−1 s˜im,a = C˜h1,k1;a1 · · · C˜hr ,kr;ar(41)
By Equation (37) this implies that
s˜it · · · s˜im−1 s˜im,a = C˜h1,k1;k2⊲a1 · · · C˜hr ,kr;kr+1⊲ar s˜jm,a.(42)
Now multiply Equation (40) from the right by s˜jm,a and Equation (42) from the
left by s˜i1 · · · s˜it−1 to obtain the claim. 
7. An example
We demonstrate the structural results in the previous sections on an example
related to Nichols algebras, see [Hec05, Table 2,row 15].
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Let A = {a, b, c, d, e} and N = {1, 2, 3}. Further, let πx := {α1,x, α2,x, α3,x} be
a basis of Z3 ⊂ R3 for each x ∈ A. Define
R+a := {α1,a, α2,a,α3,a, α1,a + α2,a, α2,a + α3,a, 2α2,a + α3,a, α1,a + α2,a + α3,a,
α1,a + 2α2,a + α3,a, α1,a + 2α2,a + 2α3,a, α1,a + 3α2,a + 2α3,a},
R+b := {α1,b, α2,b,α3,b, α1,b + α2,b, α2,b + α3,b, α1,b + 2α2,b, 2α2,b + α3,b,
α1,b + α2,b + α3,b, α1,b + 2α2,b + α3,b, α1,b + 3α2,b + α3,b},
R+c := {α1,c, α2,c,α3,c, α1,c + α2,c, α2,c + α3,c, α1,c + α2,c + α3,c, α1,c + 2α2,c + α3,c,
2α1,c + 2α2,c + α3,c, α1,c + 2α2,c + 2α3,c, 2α1,c + 3α2,c + 2α3,c},
R+d := {α1,d, α2,d,α3,d, α1,d + α2,d, α2,d + α3,d, α1,d + 2α2,d, α1,d + α2,d + α3,d,
α1,d + 2α2,d + α3,d, 2α1,d + 2α2,d + α3,d, 2α1,d + 3α2,d + α3,d},
R+e := {α1,e, α2,e,α3,e, α1,e + α2,e, α1,e + α3,e, α2,e + α3,e, α1,e + α2,e + α3,e,
2α1,e + α2,e + α3,e, α1,e + α2,e + 2α3,e, 2α1,e + α2,e + 2α3,e}.
According to the following figure
❡ ❡〈 ❡
a 3 ❡ 〉❡〈 ❡
b
1 1
❡ ❡ ❡ c
3
❡ 〉❡ ❡
d
2
❡ ❡✁
✁✁
❡
❆
❆❆
e
define the maps σi,x for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and x ∈ A. Edges between Dynkin diagrams
x, y ∈ A labelled by the number i mean that i ⊲ x = y (and hence i ⊲ y = x).
If there is no edge with label i which connects a given Dynkin diagram x with
another diagram, then one has i ⊲ x = x. The numbers m ∈ N0 in the elements
σi,x(αj,x) = αj,y +mαi,y are defined in the conventional way. Thus one has
σ1,a(α1,a) =− α1,c, σ1,a(α2,a) =α2,c + α1,c, σ1,a(α3,a) =α3,c,
σ2,a(α2,a) =− α2,a, σ2,a(α1,a) =α1,a + α2,a, σ2,a(α3,a) =α3,a + 2α2,a,
σ3,a(α3,a) =− α3,b, σ3,a(α1,a) =α1,b, σ3,a(α2,a) =α2,b + α3,b,
σ1,b(α1,b) =− α1,d, σ1,b(α2,b) =α2,d + α1,d, σ1,b(α3,b) =α3,d,
σ2,b(α2,b) =− α2,b, σ2,b(α1,b) =α1,b + 2α2,b, σ2,b(α3,b) =α3,b + 2α2,b,
σ3,b(α3,b) =− α3,a, σ3,b(α1,b) =α1,a, σ3,b(α2,b) =α2,a + α3,a,
σ1,c(α1,c) =− α1,a, σ1,c(α2,c) =α2,a + α1,a, σ1,c(α3,c) =α3,a,
σ2,c(α2,c) =− α2,e, σ2,c(α1,c) =α1,e + α2,e, σ2,c(α3,c) =α3,e + α2,e,
σ3,c(α3,c) =− α3,d, σ3,c(α1,c) =α1,d, σ3,c(α2,c) =α2,d + α3,d,
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σ1,d(α1,d) =− α1,b, σ1,d(α2,d) =α2,b + α1,b, σ1,d(α3,d) =α3,b,
σ2,d(α2,d) =− α2,d, σ2,d(α1,d) =α1,d + 2α2,d, σ2,d(α3,d) =α3,d + α2,d,
σ3,d(α3,d) =− α3,c, σ3,d(α1,d) =α1,c, σ3,d(α2,d) =α2,c + α3,c,
σ1,e(α1,e) =− α1,e, σ1,e(α2,e) =α2,e + α1,e, σ1,e(α3,e) =α3,e + α1,e,
σ2,e(α2,e) =− α2,c, σ2,e(α1,e) =α1,c + α2,c, σ2,e(α3,e) =α3,c + α2,c,
σ3,e(α3,e) =− α3,e, σ3,e(α1,e) =α1,e + α3,e, σ3,e(α2,e) =α2,e + α3,e.
One can check that σi(Rx) = Ri⊲x for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and x ∈ {a, b, c, d, e}. Propo-
sition 19 tells that the following relations hold in (W,N,A, ⊲,m).
s1s2s1,a =s2s1s2,a, s1s3,a =s3s1,a, s2s3s2s3,a =s3s2s3s2,a,
s1s2s1s2,b =s2s1s2s1,b, s1s3,b =s3s1,b, s2s3s2s3,b =s3s2s3s2,b,
s1s2s1,c =s2s1s2,c, s1s3,c =s3s1,c, s2s3s2,c =s3s2s3,c,
s1s2s1s2,d =s2s1s2s1,d, s1s3,d =s3s1,d, s2s3s2,d =s3s2s3,d,
s1s2s1,e =s2s1s2,e, s1s3s1,e =s3s1s3,e, s2s3s2,e =s3s2s3,e.
Consider now the following longest word in W .
s1,bs2,bs1,ds3,cs2,es3,es1,es3,es2,cs1,a =
s1,bs2,bs1,ds2,ds3,cs2,es1,es3,es2,cs1,a =
s2,ds1,bs2,bs1,ds3,cs2,es1,es3,es2,cs1,a =
s2,ds1,bs2,bs3,as1,cs2,es1,es3,es2,cs1,a =
s2,ds1,bs2,bs3,as2,as1,cs2,es3,es2,cs1,a =
s2,ds1,bs2,bs3,as2,as1,cs3,ds2,ds3,cs1,a =
s2,ds1,bs2,bs3,as2,as1,cs3,ds2,ds1,bs3,a.
The second and the last line are an example for the weak exchange condition.
However, one has the relation
s1,bs2,bs1,ds3,cs2,es3,es1,es3,es2,cs1,a 6= s2,cs1,as3,bs2,bs3,as1,cs3,ds2,ds1,bs3,a
for the trivial reason 1 ⊲ b = d 6= e = 2 ⊲ c. This gives a counterexample to the
standard form of the exchange condition.
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